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_ tudent charged with.arson of do
By Nora Lopez

\

· Searching-Investigator Fred Sanchez searches
through debris for clues In the arson Investigation

A resident of the Women's
Dorm has been charged with
second degree arson , a
felony. Virginia Adame, 19,
of Raymondville is being held
in the Hidalgo County jail
under $10,000 bond, according to Judy Vinson, head of
women's housing.
Traffic and Safety Chief
Greg Salazar, who is recovering from surgery, praised his
staff's work in solving the
case.
"The investigation came to
a such a quick conclusion
through the combined efforts
of the PAU Traffic and Safety
Department, Fire Safety
Coordinator Fred Sanchez,
Investigator Joe Ponce, and
investigator Robert Garcia of
the State Fire Marshal's office
in Corpus Christi," Salazar
said.

na. Together, the girls went to
Mildred Fagg's room, dormitory director, who told
them to pull the alarm.
Because there have been
several false alarms in the past
weeks, several of the girls did
not believe the alarm was real.
"My suitemates did not
want to get up," Sosa said.
However, according to
Fagg, the building was
evacuated in less than two
minutes.
The Edinburg Volunteer
Fire Department arrived shortly after and put out the fire
with fire extinquishers. There
are no sprinkles In the
building.
According to Fred Sanchez,
PAU security investigator,
looking for leads has been
somewhat difficult.
"The problem is the fire
department cleaned it up," he
said. "It is hard to find trails."
The fire was set in the corner of a hallway near an exit
leading to the stairway. The
fire traveled upwards and the
heat blew out one window. It
was through this window that
the fire department threw out
the burning curtains and scattered debris.
Sanchez pointed out that ii
was very lucky the fire was
discovered in lime. Smoke

could have traveled through
one of the vents situated near
the fire. According to Sanchez, the smoke and not the
fire would have been more
dangerous to the sleeping
students.
Because the entrance and
exit are locked up at 11:30, it
is believed that the fire was
started by someone inside the
building.
"We are conducting our investigation indoors," said Jose
Ponce, PAU security officer.
This is the first time a fire
like this has taken place in the
Women's Dormitories according to Fagg. The only other
fire to take place in the Dorms
was a radio that caught fire a
few years ago.
However, according to
Ponce this is the second fire to
take place on camp with the
week. The first fire took place
Sunday afternoon at approximately 4:30 p.m., just 36
hours before the incident at
the dorms.
Ponce said it is still not
kown if the two incidents are
related.
The first fire look place al
the utility shed behind the old
gymnasium. Because all the
doors and windows were still
locked, Sanchez believes the

fire was deliberately set by someone outside.
"We believe they started the
fire underneath the ·building,"
he said
Damages on the utility shed

totaled approximately $1,000
according to Gregorio Sa lazar, Chief security officer.
An estimate on damages at
the dorm has not been dete rmined.

Cfosed--Hallway In which fire was started was
blockaded closed for Investigation.

of a fire at the women's dorm early Tuesday.

Vlrglala Adame

!Alvirez says he is familar
with University problems
Dean David Alvirez said last
week his being selected vice
president for academic affairs
would be advantagous to :ne
University because his is
familiar with the current pre
blems and would be "able to
Juide the University in a new
:lirection."
Alvirez is currently dean of
the School of Social Sciences
Speaking before an overflow
:rowd in the large dining
·oom last week. Alvirez said if
!'le were selected the next vice
Jresldent. he would not make
~hanges immediately. He first
.vants to assess where the
::Jmversity 1s right now
Being a part of the Council
:>£ Deans, Alvirez says he
Nould try to tie the council
md the Faculty Senate closer
ogether.
" I believe we have had
:lang ups this year." Alvirez
;aid. "I would like to place the
·l!ICl.llty senate into the formal
~cture of the University. I
:1elieve the whole structure
•l'eds to be re-examined It
,eeds to be two-way comnunication. not one way
rommunication."

His major areas of concern ment by doing research proare to improve the quality of jects and attending coneducation, improve retention ferences . His school is annual;; nd expand recruitment He ly known for the number of
said the remedial programs at research projects the faculty
the L1~iversity need to be accomplish.
stresse<.. for some students
He said intructors would
because the students do not receive release time for
lack the knowledge but ac- research and c urriculum
tually lack the skills in learn• study. Alvirez expects the
ing.
University to overcome some
"Students have to have the of the problems it has had in
foundation so they can learn gaining some projects.
how to read and write,"
Alvirez said.
In a method to update
He would like to see the •eaching procedures and
University work closer with riethods. Alvirez said he
the LAC
might have Instructors observAlvirez agrees with Univer- ed fellow professors.
sity President Miguel
"We are trying to improve
Nevarez's institution of a our teaching methods and this
University College program. is good way to accomplish
This stresses a liberal arts this." Alvirez said "This will
education with an emphasis keep us on our toes also."
on the core cirriculum the first
He would like to see faculty
two years. The final two and administration evaluayears. students would apply to tions continue. He said faculty
the schools on campus they would take part of the administration evaluation.
desire to study in.
He said he would like to
Alvirez expects professors
to serve the University and the move to a multi-cultural and
community. Although teach- bi-lingual education structure
ing is part of the job, Alvirez He explained that Mexico was
believes in scholarly develop- • close by and there are many
--...,:..,- ~.,.,~
~
-

~..

students the University should
be recruiting and are not. He
would like to see the InterAmerican studies program
strenghthened by an outreach
program .
He expressed that the vice
presidents have a good opportunity to influence the
Board of Regents. more than
anybody else on campus.
"I will work with the Board
and I will enforce the policies
they lay down," Alvirez said.
"In the end. the university has
to benefit the students the
most first."
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Sundayjire-Securlty officers believe the utility sheel waa delivenately set on fire. Damages were

estimated at $1,000.

PAU-B professor receives Piper award
colleagues.
In addition to the recognition, the award carries with it a
$2,500 honorarium.
The Piper Professor Program was started in 1958 and
the list of winners since that
time is a roster of the most
outstanding professors teaching within Texas' college and
university systems.
The Piper Foundation initiated the program to ~recognize and reward dedicated
teachers who have had a pro-

found and lasting influence on
Texas college and university
students.
In selecting each year's
Piper Professors the panel
tries to identify the most wellrounded and outgoing teachers who are dedicated to their
profession and have made
special impact on the
students and the community
Kearney 44, received his
bachelor's degree in geology
from the University of Texas at
Austin, and masters and doc-

!orate in history from the
University of California at
Berkeley. He has also studied
in Spain Canada and Germany.
Kearney joined PAU-B in
1970 as a history professor.
Since Kearney has been at
PAU-B, he has authored a
series of scholarly a papers for
academic and research journals and magazines.
Recently, he and his wife, Vivian, co-authored a manuscript dealing with the

literature of the middle Ages
that is being used as a text
book at PAU-B.
Kearney will receive special
recognition at PAU-B's graduation ceremonies scheduled
at the Browns'ville Civic
Center May 14.

El Bronco
to arrive
Wednesday
LRC Lobby

More than 900 students grad· 1ate May 14, 16

•

•;

The fire was spotted at approximately 4:30 a.m., by a
~tudent who was studying on
the third floor.
Nelva Sosa, freshman, said
she first smelled the smoke
and got up to Investigate
when she saw the fire.
"I thought it was my imagination because I was real
sleepy and tired," she said .
"Then I told myslef 'it's true,
do something."
Sosa said she then went
straight to her room and woke
her roommate, Dominga Ser-

Commenting on the recent
strengthing of a professor
union on campus, Alvirez said
he did not know if it was good
or bad because "which one
will do the speaking for the
faculty? .. the union or the
faculty senate?"
In examining the administrative costs of the
University, Alvirez said they
Dr. Milo E. Kearney, PAUmust be closely examined. He B associate professor of
agreed with the recent hirings history, has been named a
of several additions to the Piper Professor for 1982.
University staff.
Keamery is one 10 Texas
college an university professors singled out by the
Piper Foundation for special
recognition this year. According to a Piper Foundation
spokesperson, the 10 Piper
Professors were chosen from
a field of 90 outstanding college and university professors
nominated this year by their

•

"

The State Pire Marshall has
concluded that arson was the
cause of an early morning
blaze that erupted on the second floor of the Women's
Residence Hall, Tuesday.
Robert Garcia, state fire
marshall, was called in to investigate the incident on Tuesday afternoon. Garcia continued his Investigation
Wednesday looking for possible leads.

/I
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• Palms for the Future--Pan American University's Alumni Association will prese~t a seedling palm to
each of the more than 900 graduates at commencement exercises May 16. from left to right are
~ RJchard C. Smith of Edinburg, president of the Alumni Assocumon, who will hand ou the seedling,
Jerry Baldwin, former director of the association and Jose Gerardo Gomez, engineer for bulldlng
• maintenance at PAU. Baldwin holds one of the seedling Washington Robusta palms which the
Association hopes will •ene a• a laadng momento for e ach student.

Commencement exercises
Students unable to be prefor 920 graduates will be held sent for the ceremony must
May 16 at the Physical Educa- take prior arrangements by
tion Complex.
contacting the Office of AdFive-hundred fifty-seven missions and Records, accorare
prospective
May ding to Linda Flores, assistant
graduates while 363 are registrar.
December graduates.
Caps and gowns for the
Students will assemble at event have arrived at the
the semi-annual event University Bookstore an
alphabetically by schools students may pick them up
beginning with the School of May 10 through 14. InvitaEducation and the division of tions for the graduation
health related professions at ceremonies are also available.
2;45 p m. Ceremonies will be Students should specify their
held at 3:30 p.m.
graduation time when buying
Students from all other them since invitations have
schools will assemble at 6:30 the two separate times on
p m in the area of the them, according to Phillip
covered wasKway around the Wright, assistant bookstore
pation of the complex. The manager.
ceremony for those students
Graduation is a traditional
will begin at 7 p .m.
event. Universities throughout

the world have distinctive
traditions
with
their
ceremonies. At last August's
graduation ceremonies, PAU
began what is hopes to be a
traditional event, a recessional
March to the Ballroom.
The march. which begins at
the Complex after the conferring of degrees, is intended to
honor the new graduates and
their families. Included in the
procession are the faculty and
newly graduated students.
Thi!. year, the presentation
of a seedling palm will be the
newest tradition. The Alumni
Association will sponsor the
presentation as a symbol of
the graduates' new sta tus and
of their future growth.
During the ceremony,
students will be issued a

diploma cover. December
graduates will receive their actual diplomas by mail one
week after graduation. while

May prospectives will receive
their after it has been determined that all degree requirements have been met

Carcis should be pulled by May 12
Students who are enrolled
this semester must notify the
Office of Admissions and
Records on or before May 12
in order to receive a registration appointment for the summer session(s). Upon notification by the student, a student
card will be pulled to insure
that the student will receive an
appointment. The stude nt's
name a nd social security
number is all that is required
for a summer card to be pulled
ou.t. Remember, the deadline

is May 12
Those students who were
no1 enrolled this semester
must file a new application for
admission as soon as possible.
An application may be obtain•
ed from the Office of Admissions and Records, Monday
through Friday between the
hours of 8 a .m . and 5 p .m
The office is located m the
Student Services Building
(Old library) , Room 108 Appiications may also be ob!llm•
ed by mail or phone.
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Again we find ourselves in that most pompous of circumstances, graduation. It's a time to look to the future
and a time for reflections. And if you're the Old Man On
Campus, it's a time for parting shots.
The future can be frightening when you think that some
potential employer will actually want you to remember
what you learned in classs. Of course, you could always
say you missed that day.
For the OMOC, who is not embarking on a new career,
graduation is truly a pleasure. At least they can no longer
threaten to hide my prune juice, better known as mass
movement medicine. And I no longer have to worry
about the statistician who thinks Magna Cum Laude can
be cured with a shot of penicillin.
Some people think we older students learn more
because we take so many notes. The truth is our memory
is so short that If we don't write things down, we'll forget
we were even there.
The older student's morals are a bit different too. For
instance, I can remember reading journalism papers in
the closet because they had V.D. all over them. It wasn't
until later that I learned those were the instructor's initials.
The older student also knows where to go for laughter
on campus. For example, just try asking the editor -of
"The Pan American" or our own Carol Burnett in the
communications department for an extension of the
deadline for turning In a paper. You can get the same
result at the social security office when you ask them to
look up your records by name only - no numbers please.
Older students can also learn new things. For example,
when advertising a new book on Study and Homework
Reading Timesavers, don't use the slogan: "Get in my
SHORTS." But when It's Thursday night and by Friday
you have to read 15 chapters for a lest, plus research for a
speech and find visual aids acceptable in public, ii makes
the book easy to remember. It also helps to know that you
can't expect any sympathy from your professor who, you
are sure, Is a direct descendant of Genghis Kahn.
So on graduation day when you put on your long black
gown and find you look good in drag, or worse yet, your
mortar board is form-fitting, you may need to go back to
school to "round-out" your education.

©£lli~.OO~R~@IBX·£~
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As this last issue is published, so goes the end of my
senior year, but oh what a
year it has been.
"The Pan American" has
continued to publish weekly,
but the papers have gotten
bigger each week. The days of
the eight page tabloid are nonexistant because the advertising manager has worked to
enlarge the paper.
The additional pages have
allowed us to do a lot more
and that has allowed us to
branch out in areas "The Pan
American" has never covered
before.
For example, this Is the first
year the paper has actually
has an editorial up the reading
each week. That could be
seen by the increased number
of Letters to the Editor. Each
week, somebody wanted to
express an opinion about
someth:ng and all the letters
that were submitted here ran
In their entirety.
In addition, there were student and faculty appearing in
the guest columns, The
Forum. Topics were varied
and each was very Interesting.
There were more features
written about students and
faculty members. "The Pan
American" tried to acknowledge that students do more
than study and teachers do
more than lecture. It is nice to
report on the other sides of
people.

.

Library Notes
As the Spring semester winds down, the Library staff
would like to take this opportunity to say goodbye to our
departing Seniors and to wish them, as well as our returning students, a safe and happy summer.
Between the end of the final exam p·eriod and the
beginning of the first Summer s~ion (May 13 to May 31)
the Library will be open from 8 a.m . to 5 p.m. on
weekdays and will be closed on weekends. During this
period, faculty members are encouraged to visit the
Library Acquisitions Department to review the approval
plan books. New books will be placed on display on May
7 and May 21.

One final note: During the past several days there have
been many complaints from students concerning the
noise in the Library. Apparently end-of-semester exuberance has brought this about, although there has been
an unusual Increase in the number of High School
students coming to the Library lately. In any event, we
urge all of you to respect your fellow students, most of
whom want a quiet place to study for finals. Those of you
who note excessive noise during this period, on any floor
of the Library, should report it to the Librarian on duty at
the second floor Reference Desk.

Excuse our error in last week's Pan American concerning e>ctended hours during final exam week. There were
several P.M.s where there should have been A.M.s (we
"will" be open for more than an hour on Saturday!). The
correct schedule is listed below:

Saturday, May 8
Sunday, May 9
Monday, May 10
Tuesday, May 11
Wednesday, May 12

9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
2 p.m. to 12 p.m.
7:45 a.m. to 12 p.m
7:45 a.m. to 12 p.m.
7:45 a.m. to 12 p.m.

Mission begins drive along program
Mission Police Department
has initiated a ridealong program to give residents and
Pan American University
students the opportunity to
experience law enforcement
in action.
"Criminal justice students
can get practicum credit," said
Officer Connie Garza. "But,
psychology majors could also
gain valuable knowledge in
public reaction to how an of-

or Closes out year

THE r -EN AMERICA~ ·Edit

On the
Lighter
Side
Closing out year

ficer performs his duties."
the public reaction.
"We can accept 60 to 70
"If a serious or hazardous participants per month," Gar"The program is open to
students in all fields of study," situation comes up," Garza za said. "The program Is on!~
Garza said. "We can only ac- said, "the officer has the op- on a six-month trial basis
cept students who are tion of leaving the rider in a which will end August 31."
residents of the city of Mis- safe location and picking him
sion, though," she added.
up later."
Students interested in par"The ridealong program is ticipating in the program
Those accepted into the
program will ride with a patrol not a new idea," Garza said. should go to the Mission
officer one shift from 6 p. m. to "It is the only one in the •Police Department to fill out
10 p.m. They will be with the Valley, though . We hope to an application and sign a
officer as he answers his calls involve all parts of the com- liability release form.
and observe his actions and munity in the program."

*

To the Editor

a:

arl
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IN THE TANG SOO DO STYLE Need Credit? Gel Visa - Master
OFFERED. CHILDREN 8-1~ Card - No Credit Check! GuAfTER SCHOOL AND SATUR- ranteed! Free details! Send selfDAY. ADULTS WEEKDAY addressed, Stamped envelope
EVENINGS 6-7 p.m. $25.00 -Credltline, Box 334 -DX, Rye,
~ per/month. Call 686-5008 or go
NH 03870.
~ by 701 N. i5th. McAllen, ask for
Adolfo Pesquera.
Wanted: A ride to Georgia or
~ There ls opening for two room~ near vicinity. Will share gasoline
mates (girls) for the three summer costs. Call 383-6145 after 6:00
months. Share rent, and light blU. p.m.
Call for information 383-3164.
27 ft. Soling Class Racer with 6
sails, rigging, and trailer. 1972
Room Mate Needed to share Pontiac station wagon. All for
~ large 3 bedroom house directly $6200. (will separate) Rachel
~ across from campus room avail- 383-2728, or 383-4089.
~ able may 1st, has own bath.
~ $225.00 month plus eleclrlcty
a.: 211 No. Sugar Rd., and West
~ Kuhn. Call 383-0288.
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The dropping down to nine
point body copy has given the
paper a cleaner look. We
have also been able to run a
few more stories because of it.
"The Pan American" strived to run all organizatton
stories each week and I think
we were quite successful because of It. Student organizations are an essenttal part of
the Unive.rsity and they need
to be covered.

bosa, Randy Klutts, Maria
Guerra, Carol Prukop, David
Ferguson, Joyce Prock, our
adviser and Irma Gorena.
I would also like to thank
the faculty, administration and
the Board of Regents for their
compliments and encouragement for the staff. You sup
port Is greatly appreciated.
My four years have gone by
very quickly. As a freshmen
sports editor to a two year "El

Oscar Garza

Editor

We also stressed more pictures In the student paper.
Throughout both semesters,
we have run numerous photo
spreads on various topics. We
even ran an unusual picture
front page to stimulate interest.
All staff members contributed to this publication and I
thank them for all their hard
work In making this newspaper the best ever. The staff
members are Eliseo Rodriguez, Ella de los Santos, Billy
Cuellar, Nora Lopez, Horacio
Gonzalez, Anna Martinez,
Frank de la Rosa, Sandra Bar-

Bronco" editor to current
newspaper editor, I have seen
the campus take shape and I
believe we have set a good
path for the future. It's going
to be hard not to be Involved
with student publications and
the wonderful students I have,.
met and worked with on campus.
The numerous actlvites I
have participated since being
a freshman have allowed me
to mature and I wish the University its best and the best for
my home away from away
home, Pan American Student
Publications.

Letters to the Editor

In response to the letter to
the editor written by Mr. Samuel Freeman (The Pan American, April 22, 1982--due to
THE ~N AMERICAN STAFF
the number of unfavorable reactions from the people who
Editor ........................ Oscar Ga,za
thought Mr. Freeman's letter
Associate Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . Eliseo Rodriguez
should not be allowed or was
Feature Editor ............. Ella de los Santos
written in poor taste, I feel
Sports Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Billy Cuellar
compelled to publicly defend
News Editor .................... Nora Lopez
the process exercised by Mr.
Copy Editor •••••.•.••.•. .. Horacio Gonzalez
Freeman.
Reporter . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . • . . . . Anna Martinez
To every "professional"
Artist ......... : . . . . . . . . . . . Frank de la Rosa
soldier the rights and free.
Photographe-~ .• , .....•........ Marta Guerra
doms of the citizens provided
Carol Prukop
by our constitution, such as
Advertising .................. Joseph Mangtn
freedom of speech, are the
Circulation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... Mike Saenz
reason we have chosen miliAdviser ............... .... Mrs. Joyce Prock
tary service as a career. It is
clear to us that without
Tbe Pan Amenun la a P11bllut1on of Pan Amertun Unlvenlty Publlc:asoldiers, sailors, airmen, and
tloaa, Emilia Hall 100, Edlnbtd1, Tuae 78539. It le publlohed each Thuro•
marines who stand ready to
day ••cept durlnt namlnattoae and holJdaye u.ncl«r the. D1•1-lon of Student
make the ultimate sacrifice in
Affatra, Dr. Gilberto de toe Saatoe, Dean of S111dento; and Mu. J011ce Pro•
defense of the freedoms exck,advlfff. view. - ' - " aro .._
of the writ.or and do not __.,rlly
rellec:t th°"" of the UDl-■lty admlaletratlon. Subecrtptlon price by mall lo
pressed in the Constitution;
U a year or 11.50 a - t e. Coab1butlooa and letters to the editor
life and liberty as we know
ohould be oubmllt..t the Friday prior to publlcatl.o n.
them would cease to exist.
Every rational American
would certainly agree that the
l l l l , l / t , l l l l l l l l l , 1 / t , l l l l l - d . United States of American
~
would certainly agree that the
~ United States of America is
~ one of few nations on this
SURPLUS JEEPS $65, CARS TEACH OVERSEAS! All fields~ earth in which the writing, let
$89, TRUCK $100. Similar all levels! Graduating seniors
alone printing, of such a letter
bargains available. Call for your encouraged to apply. For details§ would be allowed. Thus, we
directory on how to purchase. please send a self-addressed § would discourage our fellow
(602) 998-0575 Ext. 0502 Call stamped, long envelope 10 11-: citizens from thinking less of
II.': R f ndable
FRIENDS OF WORLD TEACH~
.
~ eu
.
ING, P. 0 . Box 1049, Sa~ Mr. Freeman or degrading
Diego, CA 92112-1049.
KARATE INSTRUCTION

• •6 Class1•fle
• d AdS

BUDWEISER SAYS THANKS •••
SPRING BREAK '82-S. PADRE ISLAND
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him. He has the right, as does
each of us, to stand up for his
beliefs. We firmly believe that
any citizen has the right to
have his/her letter to the
Editor published, no matter
how based or opinionated it
may be, without fear of retribution from the government, any person or any
group.
Even if you found the article
frustrating and distasteful, we
urge you to be tolerant and
realize that the first admendment to the Constitution Is
one of the many rights that
makes our country a great
place to live. These freedoms
are a part of the magic we call
democracy.
We in the ROTC Department share Mr..Freeman's
desire for world peace and
would certainly support him in
his efforts for a World Peace
Day.
"Military" and "Peace" do
not conflict with each other,
they go hand-in-hand for
there is no one who prays
harder for peace than a soldier-unless it is a soldier's wife
or mother.

Richard J. Atkinson
MAJ, QM
Professor of Military
Science

SALE
-------------------20% off all merchandise In store with coupon
OFFER EXPIRES MAY 19, 1982

---------------------2110 N. 10th ST.
McALLEN.TEXAS
KLINK$ SHOPPING

CENTER

Letter to the editor
Today people who go to
war are conditioned to believe
that: going Is 0.K., that giving
their lives is O .K., that taking
orders mindlessly and executing them is O.K. The ones
who are not directly conditioned (e.g. attending a
military program) learn from
the ones who were directly
conditioned.
s So, what you "believe" is
O.K. is something that you
learned or were conditioned
to belleve.
Just "think" for a while of all
the things that you are conditioned to "believe", like the
few, the proud, the ... etc.

Sergio A. Flores

ACLU

passes
resolution
The American Civil Liberties Union Student Chapter
here passed a resolution Tuesday opposing the -sponsorship policy adopted by the
Board of Regents.
The resolution states that
the students in the organization "urge that the Board of
Regents forthwith revise its
repressive policy which prohibits Pan American University
from co-sponsoring any
events with groups holding
'political partisan' views."
The resolution also states
the group's opposition to "the
attempt by the Board of
Regents to undermine our
hard-won First Amendment
Rights by their recent policy
which stifles sfree political expression on this campus."
In other action taken by the
PAU/ACLU Student Chapter, new officers were elected.
They are: Cynthia Alperin,
president; Rene Rios, vice
president; Teresa Cortez,
secretary and Cynthia Gutle1
rez, treasurer.

•
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FOR SPRING BREAK!
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The crowds were good ... the times were great! Thanks again and see you next year!
For All You Do This Bud's For You.

-

1

I
and receive a small Drink FREE!

l_________________
I

Budweiser thanks you tor making Spring Break '82 in S. Padre
Island such a splash!
We had 1t all music and dancin'. volleyball and mud runs, the free
Message Center, the champion Clydesdales. the can exchange
and Playboy-Playmate Miss Michelob Light Sandy Cagle.

Buy any 3 piece Chicken order

with coupon

~l!~~!l~!~~~~~~!~

II

_________________JI

Open 24 hours

Our Name Says It ALL!
Open 7 days a week

Thursday, May 6, 1982

The Pan American

Edinburg, Texas

Math teachers
needed

Eementary math offered
Special
mathematics
courses designed to meet the
needs of lnservlce and preservlce elementary teachers have
been announced for the summer sessions at Pan American
University by Dr. John C.
Huber, head of the
Mathematics Department.
Math 3312, Measurement
and Geometry for Elementary
Teachers, will be offered during the first summer session,
May 31 • July 2. The class has
been scheduled for first period, 7:45 • 9: 15 a.m. Olga
Ramirez, faculty member of
the Mathematics Department,
will be the Instructor. In addition to her university teaching
experience, Ms. Ramirez has
taught in public schools and
has worked extensively with
elementary teachers in inservice programs. She holds a
Master's Degree in Mathematics Education from Western
Michigan University.
The objective of the course
is to give each student a
deeper awareness and understanding of concepts of measurement and geometry and
to develop skills in these
areas. The competency gained through the course will
enable teachers to incorporate

Dr. Wallace, who came to
PAU In September, 1981,
holds a doctorate in Mathematics Education from the
University of Texas at Austin
and has public school teaching
experience.
Both of these courses for
elementary teachers were
designed as partial fulfillment
of the requirements for a
minor
in
elementary
mathematics educatiort. For
more Information about the
courses, Inquiries may be
directed to the Mathematics
Department at 381-3452 or to
the Individual instructors:
Olga Ramirez at 381-3550
and Ed Wallace at 381-3555,

Teachers, will be taught during the second summer session, July 7 - August 10. Dr.
Edward Wallace will teach the
course which will meet during
the third period, 11:05 a.m.
till 12:35 p.m.
This course will discuss
some of the algebraic concepts and structures that are
relevant to elementary school
mathematics.
Various
laboratory activities will be used to provide a concrete foundation for the abstract concepts involved. Applications
of group, ring and field theory
will be presented to establish
the importance of the subject
to the general population.

Administration Building
ahead of schedule
With constructlon more
than a month and a half
ahead of schedule, the new
administration building may
be completed as early as June
1, according to Louis Devries,
physical plant director.
Tentative
dates have
been set for moving in. According to Sam Ostrcil, director

the third floor.
The second floor will be occupied by the comptroller's offices.
The purchasing, personnel
and public information offices

geometric ideas into elementary teaching in grades K- 8 ·
Topics to be covered in the
course include geometric constru ction s, length, area,
volume, the metric system,
experimental and axiomatic
geometry, congruency, slmllarity, coordinate geometry,
and transformations. New insights and discoveries will be
gained with a great deal of student participation and involvement. Emphasis In the
course will be placed on exploratory measurement and
hands•on geometry activities.

will be located on the first floor
as will a small section for the
comptroller.
The three-story building will
of purchasing and central ser- provide 36,972 square feet of
vices, the installation of fur- floor space, said Devries.
niture will begin upon release
of the bulid'mg by the con tracThe total construction cost
is about $2,050,000, accortor and acceptance of the ding to Dr. Roy Flores, vice
building by the University.
president for business affairs.
If the June 1 deadline is
met, the carpet will be install- He also said that the cost for
ed between June 1 and June furniture and equipment for
the building totals about
4. The installation of the fur- $281,000.
nlture and the power files will
continue through the rest of
The construction company
June and into July.
is Don Ferguson out of
The third floor will be oc- Brownsville with Roy Rodricupied by the offices for the guez as the superintendent on

Registration for the first
summer session will be held
on Friday, May 28.
Math 3313, Algebraic
Structures for Elementary

president and vice presidents,
for the assistant to the president, the internal auditor and
the general counsel. A board
room will also be located on

the job. The building was
designed by Kenneth Bentsen
and Associates and Ray Burns
and Associates were the
_,engineers.

PAU Math Field Day Award--Dr. John Huber, head of the department of mathematics, presents the
rotating first place trophy won by Harlingen High School at the recent Mathematics Field Day to Ed
Bates, head of the mathematics department of Harlingen Hlgh School. Students from 15 Valley high
schools participated in the event.

BARBER
&

HAIRSTYLING
phone for an appo/ntmfflt

°383-9012
520 E. UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG

SPOT BURGER
''Come Try Our Delicious F , ~ o
. .o d "
Chicken Plates • Fish Plates
Shrimp • French Fries •
Onion Rings
· FOR YOUR CONVENIEQ:JCE
CALL ORDERS TO GO 383-9093
319 EAST CANO, EDINBURG

With the purchase of hamburger
yo11 will rl!ceive FREE

fries with coupon.
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1Anzaldua
honored
A reception honoring Hermila Ani.aldua, who will be
resigning after 12 years as
director of the Social Work
' Program, will take place on
May 28 at 7 p.m., in the
Ballroom.
Anzaldlua plans to return to
teaching full-time. Anyone interested in attending the reception should get in touch
with the Social Work Club.
Each dinner plate will be $10.
Any congratulatory messages
will be welcome.

Dancfng--The PAU Folkloric Dancers perform a series of Balles Nortei\os at the semi-annual

"Evening of Dance" Monday evening at the PAU gymnasium. Approximately 400 students enrolled
II
In dance classes participated In the event.

Co-op assists students in job hunt
Corpus Christi, Dallas,
Houston and San Antonio are
just a few of the places 19
cooperative education students will be working this summer.

Approximately 15 high
National Bank Examiners,
Wichita, Kansas and Jose Luis school participated In the
Rangel, accounting major, Math field day on campus.
National Bank Examiners, The Mathematics department
sponsored the competition.
San Antonio.
Scores from the individual
Edna Cortez, office ad-

The students are Kim
Owen, marketing majorf-lBM
in Corpus Christi, Leo
Ledesma, marketing major-Gilette Company in Dallas,
David Salinas, finance major-

Van Week construction begins in summer
Repairs on Van Week Street
have been slow due to the
delay of tests by the Texas
Highway Department on the
caliche.
According lo Louis Devries,
physical plant director, the
Highway Department has
conducted tests on whether or
not the caliche can be used.
"We hope to get the results
of the tests this week," he

By Randy Klutts
fession are leaving usually for
The shortage of teachers those reasons--either money,
qualified to teach math In our bad working conditions, or
public schools ls a problem both."
To discuss this problem per- ,
with no easy answers, said the
head of Pan Am's department sonnel directors, superlnlen•
dants, school board members
of matbematics.
and other Interested parties
Dr. John Huber, whose held "The Confernece on the ·
own teaching experience in- Shortage of Mathematics
cludes public schools, junior Teachers in the Valley" here
colleges and universities, said on campus March 25. At the
the main reason for the shor- conference, they tried to pintage is financial.
point the problem and make
"Most of our people coming recommendations to Valley
out with degrees In schools and the University.
"One of ·1he conclusions we
mathematics,'' said Huber,
"have the option of teaching came to at our conference,
In public schools with a said Huber, "was that we will
12,000-a-year starting salary. probably have to take people
Last year, I had two who are already teachers In
graduates; one took a job with other areas, such as Social
IBM, and the other took a job Sciences and English, and
with Bell Labs. One started at retrain them to leach
22,000, the other at 23,000." mathematics. That seems to
"So, for one to go into the be the only short-range soluteaching of mathematics as a tion."
These teachers would be
profession," he explained,
"one would have to be truly given an "emergency certificadedicated because of the tion" for two or three years
until they take the required
money Involved."
Another factor, according courses by then, the,e
lo Huber, is the worsening of teachers would not be rehired
teaching conditions over the by the school system. Valley
past decade. Teachers face schools already employ 120
greater problems with student teachers on this basis.
discipline and the increasing
"The long-range solution to
numbers of students who the problem is not to Just put
need remedial courses be- out more teachers but of lower
cause of poor teaching in quality," said Huber. "The
elementary school. Those University has to make a comwho want a career teaching! mmltment to the educating of
mathematics do not want to• teachers. We produce at the
have to teach arithmetic on• University 95 percent of the
the high school level.
teachers who teach in the
"I have talked to a lot of Valley. We have to upgrade
teachers both here in the the quality of education in our
Valley and throughout public schools, which is a
Texas," said Huber, "and dilemma because of the shorthose that are leaving the pro- tage of teachers."

'Fall graduatesl

________________________

~.·,
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said. "Once we have the
results, we can put out bids on
the materials needed."
Even though Van Week will
be completely rebuilt, Devries
estimates rebuilding will take
between two weeks to a
month if the weather is good.
He says repairs will be completed during the summer.
According to Devries,

speed traps will be placed at
intervals in order to slow people down. He said the reason
the road has not been fixed
before was because in it's present condition It was serving
the purpose of slowing down
drivers.
Devries estimates It will be
at least another month before
any repairs can begin.

ministration-McAllen Foreign Trade Zone, Laura Guajardo, accounting-Ed Martinez, CPA, McAllen, Marilyn
Conner, management -Russell Bearing and Auto Supply
of Weslaco. Lisa Mendiola,
management-Vought Corporation of Dallas, Gene Gon-

mathematics.
In addition lo the mathematics competition~ the students
and their sponsors had an op-

zalez, pre-engineering Gileete
Company in Dallas and
Adalberto Garcia, accountingPardi Produce of Edinburg.

-----------------

lteanCteeJt
Power

testing wlll be used to establish
a basic eligibility list for awarding merit scholarships to winners who enroll at PAU to
pursue majors or minor in

portunity lo view exhibits
displaying the achievements
of graduates of PAU now in
the work force and to learn
Also Jesus Gonzalez, how these achievements are
marketing-Thom McAnn of utilizing their mathematical
McAllen, Alberto Martinez, competency in their careers
Computer information System--Mobil Oil Corporation In

Dallas, Rolando Reyna, accounting major-Mobil Oil,
Jorge Sanchez, accountingSouth Texas Paris and Equipment of Pharr and Curtis
Jenkins, CIS-Randolph Air
Force Base in San Antonio.
Additional participants are
Joyce Magee, marketingKlinck-Globe Inc. of McAllen,
Mark Magee, finance-McAllen
State Bank, Israel Rodriguez,
accounting major-AC. Jaime,
CPA, McAllen and Jose
Farias, accounting-A. C
Jaime, CPA of McAllen
Romulo D. Martinez Is
director of Cooperative
education and Sylvia E
Camacho is the coordinator.

Profs.
receive
awards

Four retiring employees of
Pan American University were
honored by the faculty and
staff al a reception from 7-9
p.m. Sunday in the Ballroom.
They are Mrs. Lucille Cook,
purchaser for the university
from 1962 until last December; Dr. George J. Garza,
professor of management at
PAU since 1971; Raul Requendez custodian for the
Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation for 13 years, and Herbert
H. Winchester, fire and safety
officer since 1975

A total of 371 students at
Pan American University
completed requirements for
their bachelors or masters
degrees in December, accord Ing to David Zuniga,
registrar.
Of the 371 students, 313
received bachelors degrees
and 58 masters degrees. They
will be eligible to participate in
commencement exercises
with spring graduates May 16.
Those who received
bachelors degrees, listed
alphabetically and by city, are:
ALAMO Glenda Idalia Gutterrez,
Erneslin& V Mottinez. Rofoel Martinet, Alida
Olivarez end frmo Solat

BROWNSVILLE Robert Am3d0t, Amelia
Beltran. Rosa Mari• Blanco. Glorta Butcher,
S.alrlce Cav...os, Joseph Andrew Celaya,
Juan Antonio Cobos, Georgina Marta
Cuellar. Chr1$tine Mol1e CuMil. Rolando
Davila, Abraham Goruales O.lgado. Marta
Amparo Dorla, Je•us Elltondo, S.ntlogo
Eslnlda, Martina Flores, Ninfa C Flotes,
L..it« Anne Frisch, Dallnda Gorda, Nora M.
Garcia, Olga Edith Garcia, Joe Alben Gar,.o,
Syl\o,a Mortinez Gomez. Aurora A Goniales
Hilda Castro Gonzolez, E,asmo de Je>us
Guenero. Reynaldo Gutierrez, Patncia Leal

Hernande>. Arnoldo Ht,,_, Mary Ann
Avelar HlnOjosa, Roberto HlnOjosa, Joye•

Ann~ Lennon. Beahu Loza. Al.tel.a Lucio
Manoquln, Munoy Steve Marnn. Vianey
Martinet, Jene Gulll«rmo Morales, Luis

ROMrto Mormon, Cornella C. Nouel. Rosa
Elena Olivo, Nora Ester Perez, Mary Lou
Perrarca. Je,us Quezadn, Hermelinda
Ramire.,

HtkJa Ramsrei. M1uy G

Revueha.

ROY Marla

Sierra

Rodnguet, Esth<tr S. Rued••· Mory Jone E.
Rudedge, O.lia Sonia S.eni. Concopclon
Dllmo Sainz, Blanca Estela Salinas, Roymundo C. Sanchez. Amalia Ever S.nlOteoy,
Rose Mory Sob,. Gloria Sobt,>uo. Mlchael
Lewis Stowe. Diena Varg,lt,t, Mar1a IJabl:I

N-"-',y--

o,, Monn Mon(Ac::,oa, "om..-. 1.oor•~" '••'»
t~ISi216'6-2t.SO

SAVE TIME!

Machuca. Irma An1on1.a Moreno, Olga Garza
Rell'!', Gerardo Reyna, Berti,,- Yvonne

Roge,s, Sandra Marie Lucas Sanborn.
bhmul V11loneal
EDCOUCH V,ra Ann Boda. Guadalupe
Garcia. Yolanda R Cantu Gonz.ala. Juana

Mana Lopez. Juanua Salazar

EDINBURG S.nta Ter..11a Alvarado,
Gilles Mourico Aubin, Kim Forrn1 Barber,
Alma Rosa Baun. Robort James Berne.
J,ome Leonel Cantu. Yoland• Esmeroldo
Cantu. Ana Morta Cavozot, C•h• lsab,>I Cervoni... Cynlhla Ann Contra... Rosario
Cuevas. Bethann Lou15e Eddy. Juanua
Flores. PolT,cli> EJw,b,>th Florn. Vldel Flora,

Adalia Ga1e1a.
Elvia Vel,e Gorell>, Lu" Gottli>, RebKt,11

Ga,,,,. Romon Gomu, Gracielo D Gonule.t
Eduardo Guzman . Robffl Vern Harris

Trudy Ann Ham,, Ed HlnOjOSa, J011nHer
Rulh Hook, EJllol Kuchuk. Nonna Lindo
Longor,a. Margot Es••lla Lop,,,, Sylv\a S.r•
Lopoz,
S.lts.,rlo
Lonlt,> Por·
Rao
Mo,old,
Lydia
HandyLumbttra,.
Ochoa, Domingo

Malt Liquor
hen iust a beer isn't enough ·

Rm.

Hlkla

Rocha, Attli. Rodriguez, Mano 0. Jnu,
Rodnguu. Amando Ru,z, Robert Roy
Rutladge. Juan,111 Gomez Salauu. Bobble
Salgado
Esther A Treio, Osvaldo Esteban Trrnno,
IWillli>m O..vld Trevino, Angeltta Vega, Antila
ViilarTHI, Shannon Lee Worthen. Marla R
Zarate

TYPING
Resumes
Thesis
Term Papers

Reports
Compositions
Etc.
Reasonable Pnces
AMOIIII.JIOf

TltENATIOIIAl
ASSOCIATION
Of

$lCllfWIIAlSffi1CU

~

Rincones

McALLEN Selina Alamia, Carol Ann
8o.5Ch, Ctui Gonule.z Brtonu, Marla

AngeIlea Cantu. Alma Rosa Chapa. Jaime
Fu.~d Contreros, Jfl5\a Conttei-a.s, O\An.a M
Duran Kathy Lynn &rth Egle, Jose Etc-a·
mtlla, Debra Yvonne Flores, Carlyn Gale
FoullcN, G11btr10 de la Garu, P•tr• R Ger•

...,, Jos« Carlos Gonulez, Iris Ruth Guerra,
Leonel GuzrMn, Irma Guadalupe Hcm,m•
dez, Carmen Herrera. Sandra Rachel Her•
rera HlnOjota. Warren ArtaU Leitner. Jalm<I
A M..rts<al, David Michael Meadon. Donna
Gayle Mllchell. Maria Doi Carmen Montemayor, Mkha•I An1hony Paluska, Lindo
Faye PenA, Kenneth R~r, Homer Rodri-

guez, Kathlttn Rita Rodrigu•z. Ramon Rod
ri!ju,., Ana Mana Rojas. Frank Eleu1erlb
S.Unas. lsab,>I Just! Schuy. Veronica Solo.
Cliuen,.. Alejandro Ta)Onar. Eiwlbeth Ann
Tone,, O.boroh Kay B TOW'lsend
MERCEOt.S, Estrella Acotto t:tauo,o
Cuellar, Jav,or Cuellar, Irma G Garcia,
Noemi Gonzalez, Rosann Goren&, Dolia
Hernande, Marla Gtsela Flores Jdpas,
ldollnda Me~•. Su,an Jan Murray, Yvonne
Lynn Rodnguez. Guadalupe Sosa
MISSION Mary Ellzab«th Arensman.
Allee La Vern S..aU, RuSS4'8 Canady, Letlc\6
Leal de Leon, Domingo O Flores, Jr., JOH
Galindo, Roel Garcia, Diana Gonzal.z, Ar•
cadlO Hernandez, Troy WayM Howard, Ray
Edmond John10n. Bertha Marmolejo, Bu,
tha lelkia Ocha,,, Yolanda Pen&, Danlol
Anselmo Riva,, Jamn Troy Spurmen.
Jnu, Vela
PENITAS: Alma Elizondo, FTancl1eo

El,zondo
PHARR Fellx Gana, Juanita R

O..na,
Mar1eeta Garza . Nesror Garza. Gulllermtn~

B

Gonulez, Leonila lugu,rre Luera. Norah

LucUle Meza, James Patteuon, lrrna Ledda
Rodnguez. Elva Rosa Salaz.a,, Ofella Solis,

Juan Jose Vallejo, Let,cli> Va,quez
RAYMONDVILLE Jose Juan Bold1vla
RIO GRANDE CITY. Leah R Gonzalez,
Anita R Hinojosa, Morta Elena Otiva,ez,
Rog,tlO Ollvaret
. RIO HONDO. Juanita R. AHaro,
ROMA L,nda E,cot,ar, Ivan Pena
SAN BENITO Diano Cruz. Mona Lourde,
de la Cruz. Orah• Cruz, Marta Elydto Garcia,
Rooa d• la Cerda O..na, Carolyn Huitt Gen•
try. Gnltleia f. Gonulu,Auror• Hernandez,

t1nez. Felipt Rodr~uez, Manuel Ysaguirre

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND Lin Sun
WESLACO Consuelo Marla Blanco, Cr1,

1eLa Casblto, Beatnce Cavazos, Wqul«I

Buran Rebecca S. Fakon, David de

lo

Fuente. Joee Luk. Gonzalez. f4anc:.y Ruth
Leal. Rafa@I Leal, OhVie Sanchu Molin.a
Norma Morales., Cynthia de la Pena, Sylv•

Romos. Hilda I S.rna Rosa Emma Vtllalon
David Alan Warden Ja,me Zapala
ZAPATA .Ale.Sa Raquel Ram:re.z
FRIENDSWOOD M~ton Loren Ondr•-

cek

FORT WORTH Mkhael Wayn• Carroll.
HOUSTON Palrtcla Emma Moshfoghlall
PADADENA Karan Jo McAdams Ondri•

cok.

ROBSTOWN Juan Carlos Trtvtno
December graduates who
qualified for masters degrees
are:

BROWNSVILLE Voolela V11Wanlo BHr,
Blanca Estela Betancourt, Norma Elvira
Betancourt, Janet Bore-au,:, Thomas Anlhony Cowen, Ttmt>lhy El,,1genc Cuff. Norma

LJnde FtaU$CO, Carlos EnMque HerN111l<M1,
April Ltt Huddleslon, Mona E. Luna. Celo1
G. Mbt11nu. Alberto Raul Molina, Deb·
bte M Zuerlein Olivarez, Nancy Ellen Skld·

nno

more. MichMI Patnck T ananl

EDINBURG Juan M Cantu, Homoro
Martinet ,

I ELSA: Evengolina Alanls, Rosa Ambnl,

Have a professional do it!

LOPENO, Marla Susana MeJli>
LOS EBA NOS Ro.vel Gorza•
LYFORD Nkolas Morado, Glorto Corklll

Vega, Betty C.,m,11 Young, Jonie Rodriguez
bmampa
Leucla Landerm. Marta de Je1us Mar1itl«1.
COMBES· Boldomar Garcia, Miguel Hortencia Orto. Antonto Torre> S.nchea,
Ochoa
Mory Jane Sauceda. Alfredo Ybana, RosaDELMITA Lydia P•n•
linda S.nch., Z,,pala
DONNA Ro..hnda Arevoto, Fernando
SAN ISIDRO Rosabelle ORvarn
Boub<ta, Dora Yan1'a Calderon, Nina Cor·
SAN JUAN Karen Ann Crutchfield. Ar•
onado, Meba Gari.a FlOTes, Anna Bel Gon
gel,a T Garia, Marta Elda Villarreal G•na,
zalet HinOJO>a, Francllco Luna. EIIU>belh
Marla Lu,.. Gonzolez, Blanca Eslella G Mar·

,as. Uuni Ramue.z. Leo Omar

~Br

Rodri!jun,

Rosalva Vasquez Rodrtgue1, Rosemary

------------------,.w::::~~-----,•h•

Mickey's

Rego, Xovter

LA GRULLA Maria Concepcion Soils.
LA VILLA· Teresa Garcia,

Parr,c~ 0~ Navarro, Hcl.n

Marga,et C Yancy

ELSA Yolanda Garza, Nonfa S~va
Angel Cano, Crtsp1n Lopez. Modesla HARLINGEN ROMndo Cantu Robledo.
Pere,. Yolonda Vasquez Rodnguei, Juan Susan Elizab,>th Scl,afler
Alberto Sosa
LA FERIA Ester Tomellooo
GARCIASVILLE Dlbmantlna &.an
McALLEN Rozna Contreros. WaHor Ed·
HARLINGEN Pauhne Chavez. Carmon ward Ingram. Doborah Hwowood Louder.
Cortez, Deborah Lynne Cr•lg. Olga E.noda Cynltua Alpers M,lls. Blanca EsteOa S.ndwtz
Mana IJ&bt-1 Floret, Lotenzo G Gana, Jow
Ro,I Gonulos. Maril> Armlnoa Gonzakn,
Jo,e

Robt'rt Dale Goozaktz,

Lowell Atlhut

HollTlti. Betty Elo1ne Daughtrey Hot,e, RayLA FERIA Est"' TomdCIIO
mond Mart1Mz, Betty J P4d1Jla, Mars,in1a
LOS FRESNOS C..,ol MM Grofwalln•
Rodngu... Suzanne Rodnguez. Cathy A
LYFORD Horac,o L Chavamo
Silstorf. 1..,1,e1 Zamantpa
McALLEN
Roian. Conlrnu. Wallfl Ed
HIDALGO Norma Hyde Ram•ez
ward
Ingram. Debo<ah Hazlewood Loudtr,
LA BLANCA HIida Medrano
LA FERIA Alberto Gare,.., Mailo Tom•z Cynthia Al)>,m Mills, Blanca Estollo S.nchct,
Perra Ma,,.. T1ov1no. Dione 1,1.,,. Wlloon
Ram1r«z: F10,enc1 Mae Wa,,e
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Final report published, controversy over BND project arises
ESA reauthorization underway

FEI S changes "window dressing,,
By Ella de 109 Sant09

With the publication of the Anal Environmental Impact
Statement {FEIS) both the Brownsville Navigation District
(BND) and the public were given a chance to comment
on the Corps of Engineers" final assessment of the
engineering, environmental, and solcloeconomlc effects
expected from the various practical alternative actions."
Several changes appeared In the FEIS which were not
In the draft form of the statement.
These changes are especially Important In the Corps of
Engineers "Proposed permit conditions" section of the
FEIS
One condition which the Corps published In the FEIS
which was not in the draft statement is "that a 4 ,837 acre
area of BND property depicted In Agure 2-7 (see lllustra•
tion), be set aside as a loma ecological preserve. "Future
commerical and/or industrial development will be
restricted from the defined preserve area. In addtion, the
BND as manager of the preserve, would agree to active
and passive management measures Including at a
minimum posting, periodic patroling an possibly fencing
to restrict human access. Management of the preserve
would be performed by the BND, unless a responsible
Federal, slate, or private group can evidence both the
desire and long-term financial and personnel commlttment to manage the preserve under conservation easement granted by the BND."
Cynthia Chapman, chairperson of the conservation
Committee of the Frontera Audubon Society, this particular.
"What's offered In the FEIS by the Corps of Engineers
as a condition for the permit is not as Important as It
seems" Chapman said. "The BND owns and manages
that area already and this would not ask them to do any
kind of preservation of that land that they aren't doing
already. We see It as a minor stop In the right direction.
"The BND owns 42,000 acres of the most valuable
land as far as vegetation and wildlife is concerned. They
don't seem to see Its value since they have called that area
a wasteland."
In the a pplicant's proposed project description, In the
section prefaced "proposed mitigation and compensation
measures," the BND states that "to mitigate for (1) loss of
76.5 acres of Joma brushland removed by the tank farm
construction, and (2) the increased human access to
areas near the dense brushland on several lomas, the ap·
plicant proposed to designate, as a condition to the permit, an area of approximately 4,837 acres east of the proposed terminal site as an ecological and archaelogical
preserve."
This shows that the BND is willing to meet that condition since the BND has already used it as a mitigation and
compensation measure.
"We see the condition of an ecological preserve as window dressing," Chapman said. "The biggest and most
fragile as well as most Important loma, called the Loma
del Portero Cercado is not included in the 4,837 acres.
This Joma contains the thickest vegetation and Is the only
known source of fresh water in the area.
This Joma, then, is the home of the wild cats that live in
the area because of It's fresh water. With the destruction
of this loma, the vegetation and wildlile would also be
destroyed. The loma borders the ship channel proper and
is expected to get cut out. This really shows that the BND
is not offering anything," added.
This condition is but one of the controversial Issue of
the project, she said. The Corps of engineers office will be
accepting public comment on the FEIS until June. Interested parties are asked to comment either positively or
negatively to the Commander of the Galveston District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers P . 0. Box 1229,
Galveston, Texas 77553. Comments should reference
the COE Permit application No. 13942, Brownsville
Navigation District Deepwater Channel Project.

Proposed Loma
Ecologlcol Preserve

u.s. Annr Engine« Dtalllct. ·oa1veat0f\ Tx.
FiQure 2- 7
General Location of Proposed
Ecolo9lcal ond Archeological
Mitigation Features

The Department of the Interior has claimed that the
listing process has been bogged down because of the requirement.
The designation of "critical habitat" is a means of alertin~ federal a~ncies, landowners. and others ·to the

Female officer enjoys atmosphere
The first female peace officer commissioned by the
state of Texas In the Pan
American Traffic and Security
Department says she prefers
the slower-paced atmosphere
of the University campus to
that of city streets.
Nicolasa Reye~ . llegi,n
working at Pan Am March 1
after resigning from her position as an officer with the
Edinburg Police Department
where she worked for a year
and a half.
"I recently got married and
needed something with a
slower pace," Reyes said.
"The atmosphere here ls nice.
It's like a community within a
community."
The 25-year-old Edcouch
native said she enjoys the
closer more personal encounters of the campus. She
explained that Univeslty of-

flcers meet the same people has not caused Mrs. Reyes
often
unlike city officers any unpleasant experiences.
who have a single encounter In contrast, when she was
with an Individual and with the city, she said she
perhaps never see that person• sometimes encountered inagain.
divlduals who "tried to ~ee
"It's mostly public relations how much they could get
here whereas with the city, Ifs" · away with."
not like that," said
"They tried to do things
Reyes.
they normally wouldn't have
The type of calls she tried with a male officer," she
responds to Is also different. said.
When with the city, the police
Although she Is not current•
department would receive bar ly enrolled at Pan Am, she is a
calls and calls about family sophomore and In 1978 took
disturbances which of course an introduction to criminal
the University Traffic and justice course.
Security Department does not
She said that up until then,
receive.
She dld point out that some
things are the same, such as
the paper work involved wtih
filing reports for either the city
or university departments.
In her first month as an officer here, being a woman
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\

she had worked in a variety of
jobs including secretarial
work, waitressing and bookkeeping but none held her in·
terest.
During the criminal justice
course, she became Interested
In a career in law enforcement
and began applying to different cities including Weslaco
where she was accepted. She
enrolled In the Harlingen
police academy In 1979 and
began working for the
Weslaco Police Department
where she remained for a year
before coming to the Edinburg
department.

presence of the endangered species In the particular area
and the Importance of that area to the conservation of the
species. The designation of an area as critical habitat does
not, of Itself, restrict the rights of a property owner or prevent any particular type of use of development in the
area. The only group required by law to not develop the
area and to insure that their actions do riot impair the
value of a critlca habitat are the agencies of the federal
government.
Another change that is being considered is the listing
and designation of species that are considered higher life
forms only.
This could become a problem however, because more
than 40% of the drugs we use come from "lower life
forms." Two examples are penecillin (derived from bread
mold) and the oil derived from an evening primrose
flower's seeds which research has shown to be essential in
helping avoid hear attacks and to cure such disease as
eczema and arthritis.
"It is in the very best interest of our people that we keep
this act strong," said Or. Robert J. Edwards, PAU
biologist. "It is a fallacy to think that higher and lower life
forms could be designated."
Private citizens as those affects by the Endangered
Species Act have a number of important roles. They can
participate In the administrative processess that lead to the
designation of endangered or threatened species and
their critlcal habitats.
As citizens of the valley, we could possible see our environment changed drastically should the dredging project permit be Issued and the reauthorization of the Endangered Species Act fail.
"The worst thing that can happen--will happen (in the
1980's) is not energy depletion, economic collapse,
limited nuclear war, or conquest by a totalitarian government. As terrible as these catastrophes would be for us,
they can be repaired with In a few generations. The one
process ongoing In the 1980s that will take millions of
years to correct is the loss of genetic and species diversity
by the destruction of natural habitats. This is the folly our
descendants are least likely to forgive us," said E. 0 .
Wilson, Harvard University.
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Although most of this series has dealt with the proposed dredging of the Brownsville ship channel, another
aspect of this problem inadvertantly deals with the Endangered Species Act.
This act, which was passed into law in 1973, was written to provide a means of designating and preserving
threatened or endangered species which have become so
because of man. The United States has also signed
treaties with more than 70 nations that have also agreed
to restrict international trade In endangered and threatened species.
The areas that will be upset by the dredging and
building of facilities are natural habitats of some species
that have already been designated as threatened or endangered. These species include the jaguarundi (fells
yagouaroundl cacomitli) and the American peregrine
falcon (Falco peregrinus anatium). Although the Endangered Species Act does protect the gaguarundi and
the falcon, the Act may not be able to go on helping
them.
The Endangered Species Act is endangered itself.
Federal funding for the Act will expire October 1, 1982.
The Senate Environment Committee and it's subcommittee on Environmental pollution have begun work on
the reauthorization plan of the Endangered species act.
The first hearings concerning this piece of legislation were
held December 8 and 10 of last year. These oversight
hearings revealed that since Reagan came into office, no
new species have been added to the endangered list.
As all legislation, the Endangered Species Act is
susceptible to amendments before reauthorization.
According to the January 9, issue of the Congressional
Quarterly, "one change being considered by the (Interior)
department is to eliminate a requirement, added in the
1978 amendments, that the Fish and Wildlife Service
designate "critical habitats" for species whenever they are
listed as endangered."
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THE LIGHT THAT STAYS LIGHT AU. NIGHT.

Summer can be fun if you know a few common things to avoid doing.
1.

Do not swim at beaches where they play the theme song from "JAWS".

2.

Do not under any cricumstances, try to pick up a water buffalo.

3.

Do not accept a date from anyone wearing a purple leisure suit and roller skates.

4.

Do not answer any want ad for a summer job that sounds too good to be true - unless you enjoy selling steak knives.

5.

Do not forget the two words for light beer. As your Dean of Light Beers, I can think of nothing more important for you to remember.

So have fun, have a Schilitz Light, and I'll see you next Jail.

OPENS JUNE 25 AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU!

The Pan American
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In honor and observance of dent. "As biologists, we are
very much aware of our environment so we chose a tree
since It could add to the oxygen content as well as be
tree In the southwestern cor- nutrative to the soil. We also
ner of the biology departm~nt. wanted to observe Arbor
"This tree is the only one of Day."
Its kind on campus," said ludi
Tri-Beta also donated a
Garcia, Tri-Beta treasurer.
book to the University library.
"We have been very active
The book, titled "After
this year and since most of our Man, A Zoology of the Fudub members are graduating, ture" Is written by Dougal Dixwe felt we needed to leave on and deals with the subject
something to the university of evvlution. The author, a
and the department, said paleontologist specializing in
Mike Wood, Tri-beta presi- evolution, presents his vision

of the animal world of the
future while basing the vision
on the known principles of
evolution.
The library did not have a
copy of the book.
"This book dearly Illustrates
that life is dynamic and will
continue after the demise of
man until the earth Itself Is r.li~;:;".I
1
destroyed," Garcia said.
"We feel this book wll sup-l
plement the library's collection
of biological material.
The material Is current since
the book was published only
last year.

Arbor Day ob•nved- Trt-Beta cl■b

• •EXAMINATION SCHEDULE ••
(Edinburg Campus Only)
SPRING SEMESTER
1981-82

Thuraday, May 6

9:30 a.m. All 1T English 1301 classes
11:30 a.m. All MWF English 1301 classes
- 6:45 p.m. Evening English 1301 classes

9:30 a.m. Math 1335 classes
11:30 a.m. Math 1300 classes
2.30 p.m. Math 1340 classes
Monday, May 10

7·45 a.m
9:45 a.m.
12:45 pm.
2:45 p.m.

-

9:30 a.m.
11 ·30 a.m
2:30 p.m.
4.30 p.m.

MWF-1 classes
MWF-5 classes
TI-2 classes
TI-5 classes

Tuesday, May 11

7:45 am.
9.45 am.
12:45 pm
2:45 pm

9·30 a.m.
11:30 p.m.
2:30 pm.
4:30 p.m

7:45 am
9:45 am.
12·45 p.m
2·45 p.m.

9:30 a.m
11:30 a.m.
2:30 pm.
4·30 p.m.

7:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m
12:45 pm
2.45 pm.

9:30 a.m.
11.30 a.m.
2:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m

TT -1 classes
MWF-2 classes
MWF-6 classes
TI-7 classes

Lucy Hinojosa, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Juan Hinojosa
(11:35-12:35) of McAllen, will attend the
( 9:10-10:25). University of Texas Dental
( 2:25- 3:40) School In San Antonio.
Dr. S. L. Sides, head of the
biology department, is the
( 7·45- 9:00) Pre-Medical and Pre-Dental
( 8:45- 9:35) adviser for Pan American
(12:45- 1:35) University.
( 5: 15- 6:30)
(11 ,35-12:50)
1:45- 3:00)
(10:45-11 35)
( 3: 10- 4:25)

(

Thursday, May 13

MWF-3 classes
MW-9 classes
TI-4 clqsses
1T 6 classes

..

(9:45-10:30)
( 4:35- 5:50)
( 1:00- 2:15)
( 3:50- 5:05)

Hip bone'• connected to-Foar of die Nftll stadenta
accepted to Medical school pose with their
skeletal frlend, Sam Bones. Lupita DIii, Abe
Miranda, Mario Sanchez and Mike Gomez will be
entering medical school In the fall.

Judd elected president
Dr. Frank W. Judd, professor of biology, was elected
president of the Southwestern
Association of Naturalists, at
their April meeting in Corpus
Christi.
Judd and Dr. Robert Lonard chaired sessions at the
meeting. J udd and Kyle
Se leer. a second year

The Independent Agents of
American Educational Foundation will award 10 $1,000
scholarships to students interested in pursuing a career
in insurance.
The most outstanding qualified students will be selected.
without regard to financial
need.
Applicants must meet the
following criteria:
1. Be a fully enrolled
undergraduate who has successfully completed his or her

IK's, Ladies
honored

715311
PH AC (512) 3SU822
l&).a1t

Student government plans tries and some will work with
lo initiate a United Nations communist countries."
model next year as their first
In addition, student governproject.
ment will be working on a float
Organized by President Ri- for the annual July 4 parade
cardo Saldivar, the model will In McAllen. Vice President
be composed of all the nations Tomas Gonzalez encourages
currently in the UN. PAUSA all students Interested in helpwill work with the Valley high ing with the float committee
schools so that four organiza- should come by the PAUSA
tions; the National Honor So- office
ciety. the Student Council,
The first senate meeting was
DECA and Pan American Tuesday with Gonzalez
Student Forum will be a part preciding. The outgoing student senate met 19 out of 21
sophomore or junior year In of the organization.
scheduled meetings, the best
an accredited domestic col"Each otganizatlon will get attendance ever.
lege or university.
six~h,onths1 to-study up on one
2. Be a U.S. citizen.
"We set a trend of having a
3. prove academic achieve- country," Saidivar said. "We
will have some organizations more active senate this past
ment and ability.
4. Demonstrate an interest work in the Iron Curtain coun- year," said Gonzalez, who
in pursuing a career in Insurance.
Certified cumulative transcripts for all semesters including the spring of 1982.
The completed applications
must be postmarked no later
than July 15, 1982.
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over one hundred seventyfive chapters which induct
over 9,000 student members
annually . Beta Gamma
Sigma's total membership
presently numbers in excess of
120,000.
Membership in Beta Gamma Sigma is an honor which
must be earned through
outstanding
scholastic
achievement. Such membership is one of the highest
scholastic honors that a student in a school of business or
management can attain.
To be eligible for Beta Gamma Sigma membership, a student must rank in the top 5
percent of his or her junior
class, the top 10 percent of his
or her senior class, or rank in
the top 20 percent of those
students receiving masters
degrees. Beta Gamma Sigma
chapters may be chartered on-

- ..r

c:\ ,_..

Brian Hart, David Olivares
Zelda C. Perez, Budd~
Power. Thelma Ragus, Pedro
Reyna, Patricia Smith, Gloria
Estella Solis, Elizabeth Stucke
Shelly Sudbrink, Ben Tagle:
Bertha Tessamer and Renato
Zuniga
The price of Gallery is $2,
and copies will,be available at
the awards ceremony, in the
English department office and
at the University Bookstore.
First prize in each category

PAUSA plans UN model

graduate biology student
presented papers at the
meeting.
Judd's paper was "The Effect of Hurricane Allen on
South Padre Island Vegetation."
Selcer's was "The Demography of the Mediterranean
Gecko in South Texas."

*

~
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drawing and photography
The 1982 edition of Gallery
will also go on sale at that
lime, and students may have
their copies autographed by
the prizewinners.
The winners were chosen
by an expert panel of judges
from nearly 200 entries. Prize
money was contributed by
The McAllen Monitor. Prizewinners (in alphabetical order)
include: Teresa Cortez, M.
laura Garcia, Sonia Garcia,

WARRIOR

-

T£XAS

Dr. Dorothy Schmidt,-faculty adviser for Gallery. the
student literary anthology
published annually by the
School of Humanitiesannounced today that the
awards presentation for the
Gallery contest will be held today at 10 a.m. in the Lobby of
the learning Resource Center.
More than $250 in prizes
will be awarded to students for
excellence in poetry, fiction,

11-IIEF

~
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James Wilson faculty sponsor
and Secretary-treasurer for
the PAU chapter Also
assisting In the installation
were members Joe Bailey and
Karen Leonard who were
both inducted In 1981 into the
PAU chapter.
Beta Gamma Sigma is the
national scholastic honor
society in the field of business
and administration recognized
by the American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of
Business. Its objectives are to
encourage and reward
scholarship and accomplishment among students of
business and administration,
to promote the advancement
of education in the art and
science of business, and to
foster integrity in the conduct
of business operations.
Founded in 1913, Beta
Gamma Sigma presently has

IK's
establish
scholarship IAAE applications
available

The Intercollegiate Knights
fraternity has established
$1,200 student scholarships
according to the financial aid
Saturday classes: Examinations wlll be given at regular class
office.
time on May 8.
Application deadline is
Aug. 1.
Evening classes: Final examinations will be given at regular
The two $600 recipients will
class time beginning on Thursday, May 6, 1982, and ending on
receive $150 per semester for
Wednesday, May 12. 1982
four semester.
1. Have a 2.5 GPA.
Note: Examinations should be given only at the times
2. Have a B average in high
des,gnated If an examination needs to be shifted from the
school.
scheduled hme. prior approval by the appropriate school dean is
3. Show financial need
required Examinations for double period classes should be
through the aid office.
given at the lime scheduled for the first hour the class meets.
Interested students may obtain further
at the
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. financial
aid information
office.

One service organization
and one member of a service
organization were honored
Saturday at the Inter-Service
Council Banquet.
The Intercollegiate Knights
and Dolores Castillo. a
member of the Ladies of
Camelot. were awarded the
recognition award for their
outstanding services
In addition to the awards.
ISC elected Maria Cano as the
new president.
The eight organizations attending the banquet were
APO, IK's. ISA. LC's. ROTC.
LAE. SNEA, and Vets. Cano
expressed an open invitation
to any other student
oraganization wishing to joining ISC next year

Fourteen students and two
business faculty members
were inducted into Beta Gamma Sigma in ceremonies on
last week In the University
Ballroom.
Those inducted into the
Society include Mary
Catherine Allee; Jeri Sue Anthony; Linda Lou Barnett; Dr.
Rayond M. Crews, faculty;
Jose Angel Gandaria; Nancy
Elaine Hayes; George
Christopher Mason; Laura C.
McKlnzie; Mary Goldberg
Moad; Francisca Moralez;
Norma Perez; Dr. Darrell T.
Piersol , faculty; Enrique
Reynoso; Mark Roberts;
George o. Stearns, MBA candidate; and Harriet Anne
Villalpando.
Officers presiding at the inltallation were Georgia Loidl,
President; David Champion,
Vice President; and Dr.

ly in those schools of business
and management accredited
by the American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of
Business.
After the installation
ceremony the members and
their guests enjoyed their an•
nual dinner in the PAU
Ballroom.
New officers elected for
1982-83, were Mary C. Allee,
President, Mary Moad, vice
president, George Mason,
sergeant-at-arms, and Dr.
Vern Vipcent, secretarytreasurer.
After dinner members and
guests were addres.sed by
PAU Business School Dean
F.J. Brewerton. He spoke on
issues now facing higher
education for Business.

'Gallery' award presenta~ions today

( 7:45- 8:35)

Wednesday, May 12

TI-3 classes
MW-7 classes
MWF-4 classes
MW-8 classes

Medical School in Houston
are Michael Ray Gomez, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Jose L.
Flores, Jr. of McAllen and
Abraham G. Miranda, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Manuel S.
Miranda also of McAllen.

Diana Peynado, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ascension
Peynado of Mercedes, and
Mario Sanchez, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Lorenzo Sanchez of
La Feria, will attend the Texas
College of Osteopathic
Medicine at Fort Worth.

Friday, May 7

7:45 am.
9:45 a.m.
12:45 p.m.

•--bera

Attending the University of
Texas Medical School at San
Antonio Will be Lupita G.
Dills, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Barnett of
McAllen.

Day Classes
7:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
5:00 p.m

_,.,...:r;:::.;.__,.,..'

planted an Indian SIik Floss tree. Membel9 Bobble
Wechbacher, Ludl Garcia, and Michael Wood
hope their green thumb efforts hit pay dirt.

7 PAU students placed
The Pan American Univer- cepted to various medical
sity biology and chemistry schools in the state.
departments announced that
Accepted for attendance to
seven students have been ac- the University of Texas

Page 5

14 students inducted into Beta Gamma Sigma

Tri-Beta donates tree, book
Arbor Day. the Beta Beta
Beta Biological Honor Society
(Jrl-Beta), planted an Indian
Silk Floss Cho,,-la •peeiota

Edinburg, Texas

GLADIATOR

KING

was also a member of the
senate. "I want this year's
senate to be as committed and
I hope we can accomplish
many things."
The goals of student
government are simple according to Saldivar PAUSA
wants to work with the Greek
Council, the Inter-Service
Council, the Academic Council and UCPC
After a two week vacation,
student government will be al
full go because of the parade
in July.
"We are very excited about
next year and our office is
open to all students anytime,"
Saldivar said. "I hope we can
continue to work with many
students again."

is $40; second priz • $2.0;
thir prize is $10, an special
merit awards are $5 each.
The editorial staff of this
year's Gallery inclucf, ! Sandra Barbosa, Ber ,a Chavana, Sonia Garcia, Juan J.
Guajardo, Brian Hart, Tamara
nsor- Patricia
Jurdee, B ,ara
1g, Rosa
Jower all
Mendez an.., ,A'
of whom pat
..ited inthe
editorial and product on
phases of the anthology.
MAl GRADS"
LAST CH\ ~E

To pui yo,
degree to work a, ,n
Officer in the United
States Air Force. Immediate openings in the
Math, Science. engineering, and Avlal1on
career areas. In some
cases . . . if you
have a strong Science
and Math background
we can even send
you back to school to
pick up a second degree in Aeronautical or
electrical Engineering
Excellent salary and
benefits. this is the
career starter you've
been lookng for !!!
Contact.
CAPT Sill STEWART
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
(512) 671-3012
COLLECT
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The Pan American

White resignation top story

6, 1982

Baseball
against

LCC
10) Sandra Barbosa will edit the "El Bronco" next year
and Anna Marla Martinez will edit the "The Pan
American" next year after each was recommended by the
members of the Publications Committee. Their terms start
next fall.
This is certainly not all the stories covered "The Pan
American" staff reporters, but these are the ones that consistantly made the headlines every week. There were
many successful UCPC activities, many import.ant guest
speakers on campus (like the current vice president for
academic affairs nominations) and even student organizations did important things, but we only picked 10 top
stories.

Events on campus this year were fast paced and events
changed from solemn to controversial. In singling out the
top 10 stories for the year on campus, It just depends on
who you talk with.
The top 10 are as follows:
1) The Bill White resignation and the eventual hiring of
Long Kruger has to be the top story. White left the
University after his team suffered a disappointing 5-20
record. Just one earlier, White coached the Broncs to
their first National Invitation Tournament bid. Kruger also
added a new assistant coach Bob Ward, a top junior college coach in Nebraska.
2)The pomp and clrcumstance of University President
Miguel Nevarez was the number two story of the year.
Large numbers of faculty and students watched the first
lime event. Nevarez addressed a wide range of topics In
his inaugural speech. He proposed a University College
model to be instituted by September 1983.
3) The crowning of Angle Guajardo came after some
controversy and that was the third story. She was first
elected in December by the students, but the Veteran's
organization reported a number of violations in the handling of the election. The Student Court stripped Guajardo
of her crown and they also dismissed all current election
commissioners for their failure to follow the rules. The
Ladies of Camelot appealed their decision to the Court
and after the Vets dropped their complaints. Guajardo
was reinstated as Queen.
4) The recent Board of Regents co-sponsorship policy
has created controversy among students and some faculty
members. The policy states that no department can sponsor a policltlcally partisan group on campus. The policy
does not limit student organizations in sponsoring aclivilies on campus.
5) Ther proposed Reagan Administration education
budget cuts have created some student concern. After a
rally on campus, students walked 13 miles to McAllen to
visit fwith Congressman Kika de la Garza. De la Garza
told the band of students he supported them and he
would fight against the cuts.
6) Student Government stopped student apathy for
one day with a campus march led by President Fred
Rodriguez and Vice President Ricardo Saldivar. Many
student organlzatioras supported the day long apathy rally.
7) The Veterans organization and ROTC co-sponsored
Veterans Day The celebration was opened with the
reveille at 8 a.m., and dosed that eveing with taps. Col.
William David Burroughs, a former POW, was the guest
speaker for the vent.
8) A new format was established for Miss Pan American
this year. In the past, she was elected by popular vote, but
it was changed this year to a pageant because PAUSA
wanted to make some distinction between Bronco Queen
and Miss Pan American. Ellghteen candidates turned In
applications and Judy Gomez was crowned Miss Pan
American.
9) New officers were elected in the annual spring eleclions. Ricardo Saldivar and Tomas Gonzalez were elected
to head student government as president and vice president respectively. Gloria Rodriguez weas elected UCPC
president and Alma Ramos was elected UCPC vice president. New school senators were also elected.

El Teatro del Pueblo-Actors of the Chicano theater group performing at the spring UFW convenUon
portray a real-life incident In which women farmworkers approached the health deru1rtment asking
that growers comply with the regulation which states that toilets be placed at
fields for the
workers. The actors are Jay Lugo, who ls no longer with the group; Monica Sanr
a lso no longer
with the group; Ofella de Joa Santos, organizer of el teatro; Bertha Fabre and A,

;anchez.

BBC to film 'El Teatro' May t4
By Anna Martinez
Two days before she as to
graduate, Ofelia de los Santos
will lead the teatro she
organized in a performance at
a farmworkers' union meeting
before the cameras of the
British Broadcasting Corp.
• The BBC will film the performance at the meeting May
14 which begins at 7 p.m. at
the United Farmworker's
Union hall in San Juan. El
Teatro del Pueblo wm be
featured in one-third of an
hour-long show by the BBC
about culture in the Lower Rio
Grande Valley. That show will
be one in a series of 14 about
the rate of music In different
.cultures.
El ••atro, while not an of•
"ficia .mpus organization, is,
.acco1Jmg to de los Santos, a
community organization
made up of Pan American
University students . The
group of seven write and perform "actos" or, loosely
translated, skits.

De los Santos hesitates to
Reception of that initial vencall them skits and said, ture was favorable so she co4"They're more like a slice of tinued, particularly when aplife."
proached about performing
The actos portray situations before a group outside of the
unique to the culture of University.
Mexican-Americans.
Sister Marian Strohmeyer,
who is on the faculty here, is
"El teatro is committed to also involved with migrant
promoting awareness of social ministries and had heard of
miustices," said the political the teatro. She asked de los
science major.
Santos to perform at a con"A lot of limes, the skits that ference for women sponsored
we do reflect a lot of our real- by.
life problems and that's when
The theater group, which
we feel that we're not just per- has undergone various performing but sharing a personal sonnel changes, has performpart of ourselves," de los San- ed at different activities. The
tos said
three most recent perforDe los Santos started the mances include one at the
Chicano theater group while a UFW convention in San Juan
student ln a speech course in February where the actos
taught by George Mclemore. dealt with farmworkers issues
She wanted to illustrate some with the theme centering on
of the problems encountered ''mujeres valientes" valiant
by Chicanas so she and her women.
group wrote and performed
The group also performed
several skits with Mexican- for a conference sponsored by
American feminist issues as the Catholic Diocese of
the theme.
Brownsville and the Council
of Religious where the theme
of the skits was issues concerning married women.
Al a youth rally sponsored

AKPsi
Call Days henines & Weekends

NOW
is the right time
to prepare for the
June exam.

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

3600 North 23rd
McAllen, 78501 - 631-2961
11617 N. Central - Dallas, TX 75243

Pohirts

Flight 2000

Xenon

Qulx

Frances Moralez, a senior
majoring in accounting was
presented the Alpha Kappa
Psi Scholarship Key award.
Moralez received the award
by having a 3.56 grade point
average, the highest average
of all seniors in the business
fraternity . She became a
member of Alpha Kappa Psi
in the 1980 fall semester and
served as corresponding secretary in the 1982 Spring
semester.

by th<' Diocese and by Campus f nistries, the group per·
formed with the emphasis being on :~•ues concerning teenage won .. n.
"Even 1f you're not getting
paid, it feels great to get a kid
out there thin'•'ng about what
it's really like I ,ave to marry
so young,'' So 1e los Santos.
''Then it just makes it all
worthwhile." she said.
Besides de los Santos, the
group includes two English
graduate students--Arnoldo
Mata and Bertha Fabre and a
social work senior, Mirtala
Rodriguez.
A psychology sophomore,
who is also a jazz dancer, Is a
member of the theater group.
De los Santos said of Minerva
Montes, "She's one of the best
acresses."
A brother and sister pair is
also a member of the group.
Grabiela Sanchez, a communications senior and Andres Sanchez. a business
senior are members of el
teatro.

•
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Mexican movies-A special class directed by Dr. Clyde Miller-this summer will study
movies made In Mexico. The class Is listed In the Engllsh offerings In the summer
schedule.

Mexican film class offered
One of the most unusual
courses developed at Pan
American University during
the last few years is the Mexican film course taught by Dr.
Clyde Miller of the Department of English. The course
will be offered to graduate
students this summer, as well

ClOSSIC
• sIa te d
May 14-16 at Cox Stadl·u m~~!.ta~~~~; t~: H:;~i

Entries are still being accepted for the Spring Tennis
Tournament which will get
underway here at Pan Am's
Cox Tennis Stadium and the
Racquet Club of McAllen May
14, 15 and 16.
Entry deadline will be May
12 at 4 :30 p.m.
The Tournament which is a
fundraiser for the University
Tennis program is being sponsored by Discount Sports, Ken
Biel Buick and KRIO Radio.

All entrants will receive a events will be played until
T-shirt regardless of how they Saturday. Draws will be
finish in the tournament while posted at Cox's Tennis
winners and runner-ups will Stadium and at the Racquet
receive trophies.
Club, May 14.
Entry fees will be $6 for
The tournament will be singles and $10 per doubles
open to all levels of tennis en- team. Checks should be made
thusiasts.
payable to Pan American
Junior events are scheduled University.
to begin May 14 at 4:15 p.m.
Entries can either be mailed
while the men's division or brought by the Pan
begins at 6 p.m. that evening. American Athletic DepartNo female or doubles ment.

Fire Power

RallvX
Star Castle

virtues of the course is the fact
that It does not require a
knowledge of Spanish. Miller
designed the course with this
point particularly in mind, in
order that the cultural richness
of Mexican cinema may be
appreciated by both Spanish
speaking and non-Spanish
speaking viewers.
Since most Mexican films
are issued with Spanish
dialogue, it is often difficult to
obtain English subtitled ver•
sions of them. Dr. Miller's
solution to the problem is uniquely his own: he collects motion picture scripts during his
research in Mexico City. He

then translates the script into
English for his students; a
thorough study in class of the
script with its camera directions and dialogue prepares
the students to enjoy the film.
As one student remarked,
"It's something like lJstening to
opera in a foreign language-you familiarize yoursell with
the plot and the libretto before
hand, then sit back and enjoy
yourself."
Great novels like Juan
Rulfo's Pedro Paramo and
Mariano Azuela's Los de
Abajo (fhe Underdogs) are
available in English translations, and these, too, are read
and discussed in class before
the students view the films
based upon these books
The course is valuable.
Miller points out. for a number
of reasons-it is a pleasant and
painless method of acquiring a
great deal of information
about Mexican history,
politics, social problems, and

1

Yole's Drive Inn
CHICKEN PLATE
ONLY $2.15

Includes 3 pieces of chicken, fries, bread,
tomatoes, onions, and Jalapeiios
Sea Wolf

Donkey Kong

720 North Closner (Comer of 281 & Schunior) Edinburg, Tex11s
ORDERS TO GO WELCOMED

EL CENTRO MALL
VIDEO ARCADE

Gorf

COUPONS ALSO GOOD AT ONE-STOP ON NORTH AND SOUTH 10TH
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Crazy Climber

Lubbock Christian College,
now ranked No. I in NAIA
baseball with an awesome
58-10 record this season, will
close out the Bronc's baseball
schedule by playing a fivegame series here May 7-8-9.
Larry" Hays coached LCC
to a 28-game winning streak
earlier this season. The Chaps
finally lost at Midwestern
State. coached by former Pan
Am assistal1t Steve Heying.

381-9623

folkways. In addition,
students learn to criticize motion pictures as an art form, a
knowledge they can transfer
from Mexican films to films in
general. And finally, the
course offers excellent practice In learning Spanish, and
is, Miller says, of genuine aid
to Valley school teachers who
want to increase their command of Spanish for bilingual
teaching assignments.
Among the films which will
make up the course this summer are classics like "Pedro
Paramo," starring_ John
Gavin; "Los de Abajo" ffhe
Underdogs), based upon
Azuela's great novel of the
Mexican Revolution; "Raices
de Sangre" (Blood Roots). a
film protraying the Chicano
struggle in the United States;
and " Reed : Insurgent
Mexico," starring Claudio
Obregon as John Reed. the
American reporter of the Mexican Revolution.
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